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Flight to Singapore •
Wisdom is better than rubies, but it's very nice to have both—particularly
when you can back them up with guns and a good right arm. Thus sayeth
Prince Mike of Kammorifri, who returns by popular demand in this exciting
tale of Indo-China
CHAPTER I

about him seemed dfy, yet who for all
"this remained wiry and supple.
T H E TRACT AND T H E GUN
'When we came to the place where we
lk RMSTRONG was an Englishman and were to part, 'which was more or less, in
l\^
as hard as steel. He was fiftyish, the middle of nowhere, he simply stopped,
2. .Sw shy, efficient, a man who had been touched his topee, stuck out his hand, said:
so baked by tropical suns that everything "Well, toodle-oo. See you in Singapore."
• 6

.
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Langford fired Jnstantly, his gun sounding lil<e a cannon in that grim temple
room. r"y gun^ returned his fire; and I
saw Kelt whirl

I shook his hand, and repeated, "See
you in Singapore."
I'd have been worried about leaving anybody else like that, for he had only two
carriers, Burmese boys, personal servants,nice enough but soft; but you couldn't Ipok
•at Armstrong and worry about him. He
was a man who knew how to take care of
himself.
So he turned west and I turned east.
It was funny, I thoughts-plugging along
at the head of my boys, how quickly I
had learned to take such places for granted.
A few years ago I'd been a cop, a man
who almost got seasick on the Oakland
ferry, who had never been more than a
few miles from San Francisco, and who
had never even heard of Kammorirri.
Yet nowadays I wore a sun helmet as

if born in it; I commanded an army (such
as it was); I played bridge with a crown
prince, an engineer, a physician, representing three different complexions; and I
thought nothing of walking through hundreds of miles of jungle and mountain land
with a fortune strapped around my middle.
It was all because of Mike Lang—His
Royal Highness Mikuud-Phni Luangba to
you, if you should ever happen to meet
him, which is unlikely.
I had got a job working for an insurance company; and they assigned me
to bodyguard Mike on his way from Frisco
to Honolulu: part of his return trip 'from
Princeton, where he had just finished four
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years of study, to his ancestral seat in
Laos.
Mike was carrying all sorts of jeweled
trinkets which my company had insured for
a quarter of a million—travel insurance,
that is—and I was to see that both prince
and gems got to Indo-China safely.
Well, I did; but various-things happening on the way, Mike and I had got to be
close friends. When we reached Saigon
he even wanted me to go back to Kammorirri with him, but I drew the line at
that, not seeing how I could possibly be of
any use.
\
; He fooled me. He didn't argue; but soon
after I got back my firm told me I was to
make for Kammorirri. It seems that Mike,
whose father'is one of the richest men in"
the world, had been in touch with them by
cable from Saigon and had "hired" my
services.
Mike was much too good a potential
client to be refused anything. I either went
—or I was out of a. job. Not that I needed
much urging.
This is how it happened that a man who
had never risen higher than third grade
detective in his home town was now in
charge of all police and military forces—
there^weren't any naval forces, this being
an Asiatic Switzerland—of the Sultanate of
Kammorirri.
It sounds silly; but oddly enough, it
worked, out. I reorganized the army-police
force, such as it was, and taught them to
keep step and not to close their eyes when
they shot.
There is not much policing to be done
in Kammorirri, where the natives generally
mind their own business, and their neighbors, being both smart and scattered, leave
them alone. There are no cities, only a few
villages, besides the capital, which is really
nothing but a, sprawling' palace plopped
down in the middle of the jungle.
So what it really amounted to was that
I Was. a sort of captain of the guard.. And
the real reason why I was there at "all—
though Mike had sold his father the idea
that I was an expert in police organization—was that the prince happened to like

me and wanted a fourth hand at bridge.
The fact that I couldn't play bridge didn't
make any difference to Mike. He. taught
me.
Every now and then, I would be sent off
on a confidential mission like this one.
0 I was thinking along these lines as I
walked head down, watching my feet
—for this was treacherous country—when
I heard an apologetic cough. I looked up
—to see a white man.
1 wouldn't have got half as big a shock
if it had been a three-4ieaded giraffe. I
guess it kind of took the breath out of
him-, too. He was a stocky fellow, youngish, with gold-rimmed glasses and a pink
face. He smiled nervously.
"I suppose I ought to say, 'Dr. Livingstone, I presume'?"
. "Well, if that's who you're looking for,
you've got the wrong guy," I told him. "The
only medico for hundreds of miles around,
so far as I know, is the one at the'palace, and he's a Siamese named Foffokek or
something."
"Still, it is strange. Meeting like this."
"It certainly is!"
. He nodded, not looking at me. He wore
an-enormous topee and was several inches tho.rter than I am, so that I could not
see much of his face. It occurred to me
that the boys with me were nothing, after
all, but carriers, unarmed servants.
And what was this guy doing out here?
Kammorirri isn't like any other country.
It doesn't encourage visitors. In fact, it
.kicks them out when ever it catches sight
of one.
Now I thought I saw this man's muscles tighten- under his shirt. He edged
a little closer. Then his right hand streaked
to his hip pocket.
' .
. I had half drawn, I could have punctured
him easily, when I saw what it was he was
pulling out of his pocket. Feeling foolish,
I shoved my revolver back into its holster.
Fortunately he hadn't seen it.
"Brother," he said, "I wonder if you
have given a thought to your soul lately?"
"Brother," I answered, taking the tract
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just to be polite, "I wonder if you've given
a thought to your skin? The Sultan of
this land is. a testy old party, and if there
are two things, he hates more than anything else it's airplanes and missionaries."
"I am seeljing out Kammorirri," he said,
"in the hope of persuading his highness
to change his mind." •*
You've got a hot chance, I thought, but
didn't say anything.
"If you're going there, may I go with

"Let's get moving. As soon as we hit
a level space we'll stop for tiffin and a
little talk, eh?"
He led the way without another word,
and I kept close behind him, and I could
hear the carriers behind me. The carriers
were moving fast now: thfere was not much
left to carry.
.
I got to wondering, as we walked, about
missionaries. You meet them everywhere.
Their very helplessness seems somehow
you?" . •
.
to get them through.
"Why not?"
. This guy, for instance. Apparently he
It was my duty to place him under ar- had nothing but a knapsack, no rifle, no
rest anyway, for not being equipped with carriers, -no tent, perhaps not even a mosthe proper papers—you ha,ve to get the quito net. And here he was wandering
Sultan's permission even to enter Kam- around in one of the wildest parts of the
morirri—but I didn't tell him this.
world v/ithout, probably, even a compass.
He faced the upper Kammorirrian jungle
HE fact is, I was still feeling sheepish with a toothbrush, a smile and a bundle
about the way I'd reached for my gun. of religious tracts.
What can you do about a guy like
What was getting into me, anyway?
My eight carriers I assumed were star- that? If he hadn't happened to run into
ing at me, from behind; but at the-same me, I thought, he might have wandered
time' a goofiness I can't describe was until he dropped dead.
But I still had that nerve-jerkiness about
tugging at my nerves with a warning that
I was being stared at from another angle unseen 'eyes. And I fell to wondering
whether this guy in front of me was really
—from the jungle.
That couldn't be, of course. Just the as innocent as he looked. I'm a cop, after
same, I had a hard time keeping myself all, and it's part of my training to be
from casting^ nervous glances into that suspicious of people.
So when this guy was chmbing down
jungle.
"If you know the Sultan personally—" a particularly nasty ledge and obligfed to
devote all his attention to his feet, I leaned
"I've never even seen him."
He lifted his head and there was amaze- over and felt of his knapsack. And what I
felt the outline of, made me give a dirty
ment in his eyes.
"But you've been out here for more little grin and loosen the revolver.
There were two rifles behind me; but the
than a year and yet—"
"How do you know I've been out here revolver, which I carried chiefly in case of
snakes, would be best.
for more than a year?"
When we reached the_foot of the moun"You're George Marlin, aren't you?"
I nodded, amazed myself now. The man tain we paused, panting, and I gave-the
signal to prepare lunch.
gave a pleasant smile.
"You've come a long, way looking for
"Maybe you didn't realize you were faconverts."
mous?"
"To carry the Word," he replied, wiping
"I didn't,'" I admitted. "Well anyway, I
actually never have seen his highness. He's his face with a handkerchief, "is its own
an old man, and the palace is a "big place." reward."
"The people around here have got. a
I motioned ahead. There was no path
or trail. We were going down the side of religion already that's satisfied them for
hundreds of years."
a mountain.

T
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"Granted. But our duty to spread the
Word is not lessened because of tha^t. The
Sultan surely will not refuse me admittance. For I bring the greatest of all
riches. Are you perhaps familiar with the
tenth verse of the eighth chapter of Proverbs, which says, 'Receive my instruction,
and not silver; and knowledge-rather than
choice gold'?"
• ~
"Sure," I came back, "and the next verse
goes, 'For "wisdom is better than rubies;
and all the things that may be desired
are not to be compared unto her'."
^ELL, we'd been handing one another
surprises, but this beat them all. It
must have been pretty astonishing in the
first place • to hear a guy like me quote
Scripture. I'd better explain.
You see, there was not much reading
matter at the Kammorirri palace. Not
much that I could read, at least. The only
books in English, believe it or not, were
the Bible, Culbertson's Red Book on Leads
and Plays, Evangeline 'Adams' Astrology
for Everybody, and a thin volume entitled
What Every Expectant Mother. Should
Know.
As anybody who has read all four of
these works \^ill assure you, the^ Bible is
far-and-away the most entertaining. And
in the Bjble my favorite book, after Job,
was Proverbs. Which is the reason why I
was able to cap that quotation so promptly.
What was even more significant was the
fact that my companion's eyes registered
fear when I spoke the word "rubies." It
was then that he knew I was wise to him.
"While we're on the subject," I added,
"maybe it would be better to take that
automatic out of your knapsack. Even
missionaries—;"
ETe moved fast. He must have rehearsed
the business many times. His right hand
iiew up over his right shoulder, slapped
back the unfastened top. of. the knapsack and grasped the automatic almost as
swiftly as it might have done if that automatic had been in a holster hanging from
his belt, like my revolver.
•
Almost as swiftly. I still had time to

raise my own gun and sight it instead of
shooting from the hip. I might have^spoiled
his face if I'd shot from the hip. As it was,
the bullet clanged against the automatic
just as it was coming over-the shoulder.
It must have given his hand a terrific
shock. He staggered back, screeching in
pain, and naturallyJie dropped the gun.
What happened after that was my own
fault. I should have been ready for it. I
should have let my hunch warn me.
There was a sharp crack somewhere in
the jungle on the left, and the loose of
my shirt lifted away from me and then
fell back. Literally, I swear, I felt the wind
of that slug against my chest.
There was another crack; but I didn't
feel any wind that time, being too busy
getting to the ground.
My carriers went down at the saine instant, like a batch of bowling pins, -and the ,
self-styled missionary, who still had his
, tracts but no longer had his gun, scuttled
out of sight.
Then silence. It was a silence that didn't
ring in my ears but instead pressed soggily
against them. There were no echoes^of the
shots. The damp heavy jungle gulped all
sound.
I lay perfectly still for maybe three minutes. Then I wriggled aroun^to get a look
at the carriers. They were flat, and scared.^
After all they were not soldiers or policemen. They couldn't be expected to behave
well.
The silence, too, was getting them. Under a barrage of^ gunfire they might have
been simply scared stiff; but in that horrible silence they were likely to give way
to panic, to spring to their feet and dash
in all directions.
They were looking at me. I had to do
something.
. .
Well, of course! I couldn't lie like this
all day. There were at least two men in
the jungle with at least one^ rifle. They
might be far -away by this time. Or they
'might be close at hand.
I scooped up the "missionary's" automatic. The two.nearest carriers had my
rifles, one a heavy'elephant gun, the other
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a. light piece I'd brought along primarily
for potshots at birds. I decided that the
pistols would be more convenient. I nodded
and made an encouraging sign, and then
very carefully I slipped into the jungle.
I won't go into details about that search,
which lasted more than an hour. It was
nerve-racking, for I expected to be shot in
the back at any moment; but it was fruitless.
The only thing in the least out of the way
I found was a triangular shred of brown
gabardine which a spiky creeper had torn
off something, probably off somebody's
shirt or.shorts. It was good gabardine,
too.
When at last I. returned to the carriers
they were quieter. They were eager to
get going, and so was I. A pistol in each
hand, I took the rear of the column this
time, not the head.
Every now and then, more .by instinct
than purpose, I would put a hand against
my money belt and feel the outline of
what was there. "For wisdom is better
than rubies . . ." Well, I couldn't help
wishing I had the wisdom too.
Late the next afternoon we filed along
the one and only street of Kammorirri,
a straggle of nipa-thatched huts, and
through the main gates of the palace.
CHAPTER II
RUBY COME, RUBY GO

'T^HE palace at Kammorirri did not strike
•^ you with its size at first look, for it
was strewn all over that part of the country. Only when you got mooching around,
and had been lost fourteen or fifeen times,
did you realize what a big place it was.
In the huge court just inside the main
gates we encircled a gun. It was not an ornamental cannon. It was a workable piece
of artillery, attended day and night by a
trained crew. It was, in fact, one of the
few strictly modern articles in all Kammorirri—a large and terrifying anti-aircraft gun.
The Sultan had made it perfectly clear,
some years ago, that any airplane flying
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over his domains for any reason whatever
did so at its own risk. And the Sultan
of Kammorirri was a man who meant what
he said. With dozens of generations of
warrior kings behind him, he was, by any
definition, a tough guy.
Some large imperial European power
could have overrun Kammorirri and "civilized" it in the name of humanity and so
forth; but the job would have taken a lot
of time and men and money, for there were
no roads in mountainous Kammorirri, no
cities and precious few villages to bomb,
no level spaces.
Besides, where would be the profit? The
Sultan himself was fabulously rich, but
the country was poor, producing nothing.
The Sultan was rich because his ancestors
had taken tribute from surrounding tribes,
and also because of the ruby mines.
But the ruby mines were long since
worked out. They'd been abandoned even
before the coming of the Westerners. So the
Westerners graciously permitted Kammorirri to remain independent.
The Sultan hated those fellows. All
around him he had seen brother potentates,
many of them his cousins, either squelched
or gelded by gobbling European powers.
But he remained an honest-to-goodness
ruler, not a mere set-up like the Emperor
of Annam, the King of Cambodia, the sultans of the various Malay states, federated
and unfederated, with their white "ad-.
visors."
For a long while he even resisted'pressure to have his oldest son educated in a
western university, and he never consented
to send Mikuud-Phni Luangba to Paris
or Oxford, as he was urged to do, but
compromised on Princeton.
"No planes," said the Sultan, and erected "an anti-aircraft gun in his front yard.
He made a single exception. It was difficult for him to refuse anything to Mike;
and flying, a sport Mike had. picked up in
the States, was exactly the sort of thing
the kid loved.
Mike's little silver monoplane, specially
built for him at a cost of almost half a
million dolars, was not to be fired upon.
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Mike hangared it right in tlie palace
grounds, and landed and took off from
a courtyard much too small.
- Mike enjoyed that.' There was nothing
he loved so much as risking his neck.
. . . Back from this trip, I was able to
see him at once. ."Ah, my Georgie! It is good to have
you back. You did not bring Armstrong?"
I shook my head.
"He's making for Mandalay, and from
there he's going to take the river boat down
to Rangoon and catch a P. and 0. ship.
Business. We'll meet him in Singapore."
Mike was twenty-five and looked seventeen. He wasn't any taller than five feet.
He was neat, trig, even dainty, though not
greasily slick. He sported a tiny blackmustache: otherwise you might have taken
him for a girl.
But don't make the-mistake of thinking
that Mikuud-Phni Luangba was any sissy.
I've seen him in fights. For all his fastidiousness and his gay good humor—I don't
think I everosaw him really" get sore at
anything—he was his father's son. More
than one fool who got too flip with' Mike
picked himself up from the floor afterward wondering whether he was ever going
to be able to chew anything again.
With it all, he was just about the most
likable little chap you ever met, crown
ppnce or no crown ^prince. J'd have done
anything in the world for Mike. He was
the one person who made that great gloomy
palace, bearable.
He didn't like the palace any more than
I did. But he knew his duty. He'd had his
fling; and now he was settling down to
the business of getting ready to be Sultan
when his old man died. Even so, it wasn't
easy.
We used to slip away now and then in
that dashing silver monoplane, and blow
ourselves to a party in Bangkok or Singapore or Pnom7Penh or",'more often, because
it was the gayest, the little Paris of the
East, Saigon.
In an audience chamber or council chamber, his robes of state on him, surrounded
by scowling dark priests, Mikuud-Phni

Luangba could be as dignified as the best
of'ttem; but you ought to see Mike Lang
when he broke loose!
"Then your little expedition was a failure?" he asked, and seemed genuinely
pleased.
"That's what you thiiik!" I unfastened
the money belt and tipped it up so that
its contents clanged upon the table. "Give
a glance at these! And Armstrong has just
as many."
[OW it happens that I know something
about precious stones. Not that I
ever expect to own one; but when I got
out of the cops it was to go with the
Jewelers' Protective Association as a special investigator, and in order to do that
I first had to take a course in gemmery.
A little later, when I went with the
Great Western people, who speciahze in
insuring jewelry,, this knowledge came in
handy. And I hadn't forgotten any of it.
Especially I know rubies. What I hadn't
known about them before going to Kammorirri I learned there; for the old Sultan's wealth consisted not of stocks and
bonds and mortgages and such-like pieces
of paper, for which he had no use, but of
rubies and emeralds and diamonds and
sapphires.
Rubies most of all. The palace fairly
dripped with them. Every single one belonged to the Sultan himself, with the exception of maybe'a few million dollars'
worth he'd given to Mike from time to
time.
These rubies I had brought back to show
Mike were honeys. Uncut, of course, just
the^way Armstrong and I had prised them
out .of crystalline limestone; but it did not
need an expert to see that they"were pure
flawless pigeon-bloods.
'Not spinels, not Adelaide rubies (which
are nothing really but almandine garnets),
nor Brazilians (a fancy name for dark
red topaz), and not the wine,-colored tourmalines they call rubellite.
No, these were rubies! Nothing lovelier
ever came out of Mogok or Kabul Every
one of them held that suggestion of purple
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which makes the connoisseur get a dreamy
expression in his eyes.
Mike fingered them, and his mouth was
sad. I don't suppose any man ever loved
rubies more than Mike. It was in his blood.
Besides, this find meant that the rumors
which had been drifting into the palace
for some time, vaguely, from goodness
knows where—rumors of untouched veiaaof rubies in upper Kammorirri—were true.
I had been sent out with the engineer
Armstrong to check those rumors. My report, now, meant that the Sultan, already
a very rich man, soon would be infinitely •
richer. For everything in Kammorirri belonged to him, and would belong to Mike
when he died.
Nevertheless Mike was sad. I knew how
he felt. Even in an obscure little mountain
sultanate like this, you could keep a secret
only so long. Sooner or later the' outside
world was going to-^find out about those
new.unworked ruby mines; and then all
the laws and all the cops in the world
weren't going to keep out treasure hunters.
Treasure hunters—it sounds' romantic.
As a matter of fact, they would be the
restless misfits of the East, men of every
race and complexion, scoundrels, fools,
cutthroats, crooked promoters; all scrambling after quick money, ready to risk
anything, to cheat or kill anybody, to break
any laws, in fact to do anything at all
except really work, in order to get rich.
It would mean, that is, the end of the
old Kammorirri. Which might have been
all to the good. It depends on how you look
at it. The point was that the Sultan did
not want the old Kammorirri to be
changed; and what the Sultan wanted,
Mike, regardless' of his personal feelings,
worked for.
Mike looked up at me, shaking his head.
"This means we will have the 'business
men' here soon."
"Maybe we've got them already." I
told him about what had happened the
previous day. "I hope they didn't get Armstrong," I finished. "I like that guy."
Mike put a hand on my arm.
"I will go to my father. I will tell him
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there is but one thing to be done, and that
is to give a certain reliable syndicate full
rights to the new mines: on our own terms,
of course, and with the provision that those
rights should not be exercised until we grant
permission;
"I know the men back of that syndicate.
Englishmen mostly. I know, they can be
trusted, and my father knows this. In
many ways'they are more powerful than
we are. With so many important million- aires having an exclusive interest in the
new mines, nobody else will dare approach
them.
"And no rubies will be taken out, no
machinery brought in, for a long while
yet—at least for the lifetime of my father.
The business men will be willing to wait.
They are sensible. They know that to
work these mines now would bring the
price of rubies down too far."
"That's all very well,"-I said, "but can '
you. get your old— Can you persuade his
highness to agree? To treat with foreigners—"
"He'll agree. He'll have to. Wait here."
I waited a long while. Presently I heard
voices raised in the next room. There was
Mike's voice, low, firm, dulcet, and a loud
harsh angry voice.
They were talking in Siamese, so that. I
could not understand; but there was no
mistaking the tones. Only one man in this
part of the world would dare to shout
that way to Mikuud-Phni Luangba; and
it gave me a kind of funny feeling to know
that I was so close to that cantankerous and
marvelous old despot I'd never even seen.
After a while Mike came back. He
wore, as he had worn before, yellow espadrilles, strawberry sailcloth slacks, a giddy
yellow cotton sport shirt, and a white turban set with a huge ruby aigrette.
Though the turban was the only Eastern thing about his clothes, iri appearance,
now, he was all Oriental. There was no
expression on his face.
He scooped up the rubies, gazed lovingly
at them a moment, then put them back into
the money belt. He turned to me.
"Please give the order to have the plane'
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wheeled out. We take off now, you and I,
for Singapore."

He must have been high-strung to let fiy
like that. I suppose I gave him a terrible
start. You see, though I was seated at
•W/"E SPENT that night in Bangkok.- the window and looking out over the river,
" Mike, because he thought the pleasant I was more or less in shadow and from
monotonous jogging would rest his nerves, where he happened to be he couldn't see
made the mistake of taking a ricksha in- me. The very light from the window itself,
stead of a taxi for the long jaunt in from such as it ^ a s , would have made the
the airport; and of course he was seen, shadows around me all the darker.
So when my voice came out of nowhere,
recognized, and invited to dinner.
It happened to be, a cousin he couldn't he did not even stop long enough to listen
to the words. He just went blooey, thinkrefuse; so I ate alone at the hotel.
Afterward I sat at a window in my ing, I suppose, that he was caught in a
room, which looked out over a terrace police trap.
Which argues a bad conscience. And also
and over the Menam, and had a leisurely
whisky-soda. Mike, I knew, was somewhere a lack of experience in burglarizing.
As far as I was concerned, I got every
drinking champagne; but I was glad to
be where I was, and quiet. We were to bit as much of a shock myself. But the
darkness saved me. The guy must have
take off at dawn.
Fading sunlight hung over the river, aimed at the sound of my voice, and either
but the room behind me was dark. When I was unconsciously something of a venI heard somebody moving around I did triloquist or else he was a lousy shot. Anyway I heard the gun roar, but I never, felt
not turn my head.
In the East it's different'. In the East a thing.
I didn't wait for my luck to keep holdthere are so many men, or "boys," work-,
ing everywhere, that a guy gets used to ing out. I dived for where I believed the
having three or four around. They glide foot of the bed to be. It wasn't very digin and out at all hours: iTot only the ser- nified in a commissioner of police who was
vants assigned to wait on you personally, supposed to be hard-boiled; but there
some of whom you probably haven't even wasn't anybody to tell about it afterward.
I heard another shot, and then I heard
seen before, but also their assistants, and
him run into the hall.
their assistants.
I scrambled out, snapped on the light,
So I didn't turn my head when I heard
somebody moving around in the room. I found my own gun—and reached the door
simply took it for granted that the third just as it was opened by a couple of gogdeputy washbasin coolie had been sent gling roomboys backed by one of the
in to salvage a sliver of soap for the second assistant managers..
"Sorry," I said, waggling the gun. "I
deputy washbasin coolie—or something'
like that. The fact that he did not show was cleaning it and it went off by accia light and made scarcely a sound, didn't dent." .
The assistant manager knew who I was,
count. No good room boy does.
It was not until I decided to have an- and who Mike was, though we were regisother highball a?id found that the bellpush tered under different names. He knew that
was out of reach that I turned and called. it was all right for me to have a gun. He
You never get out of your chair for any- also knew, I suppose, that Mike didn't
care for publicity. For that matter, neither
thing in the East.
did I.
"Boy! Ketchuiii-up whisky-soda!"
So he smiled, though it took some doing,
I heard^ a gasp, a click of metal, and
realized that he wasn't a "boy" at all. It and begged my pardon, and told the boys
was too late. He had already started to to come away. And I shut the door.
Mike surprised me, when he came back
shoot.
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late that night, by refusing to take the
affair seriously. As a matter of fact, I
think he'd had too much champagne,
though he.wouldn't admit it.
"Some prowler," was the way he diagnosed it.
I showed him one of the slugs which
instead of going into me. had gone into
the wall next to the window.
"Six right-hand grooves with a sharp
twist. And look at these." I chucked two
cartridge casings on the table. "I found;
these several .feet in front of where he
must have stood. Which means a Webley
.455 self-loader. Would a prowler tote a
gat like that?"
Mike shrugged, and started to undress.
"Stole it somewhere, no doubt. They
are very careless about guns here. They do
not have so excellent a policeman as you."
"Just the same," I insisted, "there's
somebody out after these rubies. Somebody
who's no ordinary crook."
"Let's go to sleep," suggested Mike.
But I was right. As we found out the
next day.
[IKE'S little ship thought nothing of
hitting up 250 m.p.h. the whole length
of the_Malay Peninsula. It was just getting
warmed up when we put down at Penang,
a bright green-and-white island in a bright
blue Indian Ocean, for gas, water and ice.
For we had an ice box. I keep calling
this ship "little," maybe just because it
belonged to Mike and everything connected
with Mike seemed little; maybe because
the controls were fitted to him, so that
I had to do some squodgy leg-bending in
order to handle her; maybe because, being
so fast, she did hot have much wing spread.
Really she was a fair-sized crate. We
had a very swank little washroom, a regulatable lounge chair, a galley, even-an ice
box. You couldn't have put on a sevencourse dinner, but you could get yourself
sandwiches and something hot or cold to
drink.
Mike was a trifle hangoverish this day,
which is why he wanted to fill the ice box
in Penang.

IS

After he had taken her up again, I took
over and gave him a chance to snooze in
the lounge chair. I'm no pilot, but Mike
had taught me enough to hold onto the
controls in calm weather.
After a while I heard Mike get up, yawning. He looked out.
"Must be getting near Kuala Lumpur.
I'll take her, Georgie. Thanks."
I slid away from the controls, saying,
"Have a good sleep?" and started for th^
washroom, which was an idea I'd- had
for some time.
The door was opened before I could
reach it, from the other side. A man stood
there. He was tallish and maybe thirtyfive, very pale,' blond, and looked tough.
I don't mean that last in the gutter
sense. He did not look as though he'd
ever lived in a tenement, talked out of a
corner of his mouth, patronized 'a pool parlor or been arraigned before a police
magistrate on a charge of misusing a blackjack.
No, he. looked educated, smart, but at
the same time he looked as if he knew
what he wanted and was going to get it.
A bad actor, in other words.
This was not the first .time I'd faced
a gun, but I don't remember ever before
feeling as sinky inside as I did when that
man opened the door of the washroom.
Or perhaps I forgot to mention' that he
held a gun? It was a Webley .455 caliber
automatic.
"Hello," I said. "You missed me last
night, didn't you?"
"I'm not likely to miss you now."
Mike, without turning, called, "Did you
speak to me, Georgie?"
"No, I spoke to the visitor, your highness." I always called Mike that in front
of other people. "You didn't know we had
a visitor, did you?"
Mike turned, and his little dark eyes got
bright with astonishment rather than with
fear. He o-ed' his mouth. He shook his
head. Then he spoke sternly, as if to a
naughty child.
"Don't be silly. You can't perform a
stick-up on a plane."
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"I'm doing it," the man pointed out.
"If I were to throw this into a nose dive,
you'd be killed."
"So would you."^
He stepped clear out of the washroom
and moved the barrel of the gun a little
so that it pointed toward Mike. That
frightened me. I always get frightened when
Mike is in danger, which is pretty- often.
"Listen," I snapped, "if anything happened to him I could no more land a plane
without cracking it up than I could swim
across the ocean."
The man paid no attention. His eyes
flicked to the right for just an instant and
after that were perfectly steady, looking,
somehow, at both Mike and me at the
same flme.
\
"Turn around," he said to me.
I turned, staring through a window at
the earth below, and he took away my gun.
He chucked this carelessly on the floor.
He unfastened my money belt.
Did I move? Unh-unh! I hated to lose
several hundred thousand dollars' worth
of gems belonging to Mike's old man, but
I would have hated even more to lose my
-life.

•

^

'

-

"Take her down," I heard the mari say,
"into that field over there."
. "Sorry. I can't be putting planes down
in strange fields," said His Royal Highness Mikuud-Phni Luangba, who used to
make a hundred hearts skip every time
he landed this crate in the courtyard of
his father's palace and who would have
tried to use the roof of an automobile
for an airport if he'd been bet enough.
"There's plenty of room, there's practically no wind, and the place is just as
smooth as it looks from here. Take her
down."
,.
Mike evidently decided, like me, that
there was no use getting shot in the back
at this stage of the game. I felt us losing
altitude.
I said, "You know the neighborhood,
eh? I'll remember that."
There was no answer. Mike made" a
beautiful landing. Even though I was not
leaning against anything, I didn't stagger.

The field, as the guy had said, was as
smooth as it looked. What's more, it was
hard as concrete, which was unusual anywhere in Selangor, F.M.S. We rolled to
a stop..
"You will now .go where I just came
from," directed the guy. "I mean both of
you."
I thought for a moment that it couldn't
be done. I stand six feet two and one-half
and when I get down to two hundred and
twenty pounds people say I'm looking
skinny. That washroom wasn't much bigger
than a telephone booth, and not nearly
as high.
,Fortunately the crown prince of Kammorirri, as I think I've mentioned, is no
giant. We did it somehow. And the door
was closed.
"Stay there," a loud- voice said, "for
five minutes."
Well, if we had, one of us—probably
me-^would have cracked. Anj^way, getting
shot from in front didn't seem as terrible
as getting shot frombehind. And he might
be able to wing only one of us.
Mike, when he could draw in enough
breath, whispered, "Do we leave, Georgie?"
I muttered, "Why not? I've got a hand
pn the doorknob."
I couldn't possibly have put that hand
anywhere else.
"When I count three," whispered Mike.
"One—"
"Beat hell out of him if he gets me
first," I whispered.
"You beat hell out of him if he gets
me first! Two—"
"I'll do more than that," I promised.
"I'll kill him."
"Three!"
I turned the knob and we both pushed
—and we stayed right there where we
were, feeling foolish. We'd been all keyed
up to face' a blasting gun, and we hadn't
moved an inch. The door was jammed.
We could not believe it, at first. The
door had no lock on the outside, as we both
knew. Then we got wise. It was the big
lounge chair which our friend had somehow soundlessly moved to the door.
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I'll say this for him: He made a better
stick-up man than burglar.
- I gave a terriiic push, shoving my
muscles out in all diretcions. The chair
outside gave way, the door gave way, and
Mike and I tumbled at last into the main
part of the cabin.
Nobody else was there. Mike went to
a window, while I scooped up my gun.
I was amazed to find it still there—and
loaded!
"There he goes!"
'T^HE man was running, and running hard,
-^ his brown coat flapping behind him.
A group of field coolies, half naked Teochius, were pointing to him and chattering
like monkeys. He had to pass near them,
and as he did so he threw something away.
'T hope, for his sake," I cried, pushing
open the door of the plane, "that that
wasn't his-gun."
He was gone when I got outside, but
he couldn't be far away. He was longlegged, but so am I. I sprinted past the
coolies and found myself rather suddenly
out of the field and in a nice cool shady
private road. There came from somewhere
ahead the roar of an engine. I ran in
that direction.
The house too, though it was a large
sprawling one, appeared with dramatic
suddenness. Just another Englishman, I
thought, who builds his. gardens wherever
he goes. Only in this case the quaint Eng• lish garden had waxed emphatically tropical, which was only natural, so that you
could hardly catch a glimpse of the house
itself until you were almost on top of it.
To the right was a small garage, and
/ as I came pelting up what must have
been the main driveway, a car hurtled out
of this building, its engine making a lot
of noise. They may be able to construct
swell gardens, the English, but when it
comes to cars they're not so good. I saw
Brown Coat at the wheel of this one, and
I raised my gun, shouting.
He came right at me. I had a chance
for only one shot, and I shouldn't have
risked even that. The car was rocking from
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side to side. A hit would have been sheer
luck.
Then I jumped, the car missing me by
inches. I started to swerve, my gun still
raised, when something in the house roared
even above the roaring of the engine.
Gravel just in front of me leaped into
the air, while pellets slished past my shoes
and ^the bottoms of my pants, clipping
leaves from the hibiscus bushes behind me.
"What the devil is this, sir?"
The car was gone. In a window of the
house stood a man with a lovely white
mustache and the biggest shotgun I've
ever seen. There was smoke wandering
out of one barrel of that shotgun.
I yelled, "A man just stole your car!"
"Put that pistol away or I'll give you
the other barrel!"
I put the pistol away, but I yelled, "Who
was that man?"
"Never saw him before in my life. Who
are you?"
"How did he knew you had a car here?
How did he know the ignition key was
going to be left in it? WhaV was he
doing-^"
• "Dammit, sir!" The shotgun went up
again; "This is my home and I'm asking
the questions!"
Mike came panting up then, and we explained and introduced one another all
around, though it was quite a while—and
you can't blame him—before our shotgiin
friend, whose name turned out to be Leslie
Kettenish, could get any idea of what it
was all about.
"I'U have the blighter arrested!"
"So will we, if we ever clap eyes on him
again."
- "Dammit, he used my son's landing
field as if it were a public airport!"
"How did he know it was a landing
field?" I asked quickly.
"How the devil should I know that,
sir? You come here—"
Then we were surrounded by coolies,
one of whom, jabbering something I
couldn't understand, held my money belt.
"Threw it away empty, to try to divert
us," Mike panted.
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But I saw that the thing was heavy. For all the kid's wildness, for all his habit
I took it from the Chink and opened it. of getting into jams, and his fondness for
It was full of rubies.
.champagne, he was no fool, Mikuud-Phni
Luangba!
CHAPTER III
There he sat as slim and sweet as a.
girl—yet he was as cool as when at home
SOGO STREET BLUES
he'd bring a tiger down or stand untwitch"OUSINESS men, they say, are the same ing to the charge of an infuriated elephant.
^
the whole world over. They might It wasn't for nothing that his old man had
not look alike or talk alike; but whether entrusted him with this incalculably imhe's a Frenchie, Yank, Jap or what, you'll portant business errand. Mike was not
see in his eyes that same icy glint when losing a trick.
you're trying to sell him something.
"And then, there is the matter of Arm. Now take those Englishmen—
strong—"
There certainly was the matter of ArmThere were five of them, sitting around
a table big enough for twenty-five, and strong. What had happened to him? Armthey were just about the chilliest set of strong was not only a nice guy personally:
dickerers I've ever seen. Immaculate, fault- he also was one of the greatest mining
less in appearance; when they spoke at engineers England ever sent out. -He knew
all it was in low pohte voices. Nevertheless his rubies. Moreover his reputation for ineach one of them had that look in his tegrity was such that nobody, not even
these glass-eyed tyrants,. could have queseyes.
One was a native of Singapore. The other tioned his word.
Mike and I had arrived in Singapore
four were visitors making a trip through
the East to inspect their holdings." And two days ago; and while Mike had made
don't think those holdings weren't big. his arrangements for this meeting—ruot all
Though there wasn't a title among these of the five men were in the city at the time
men, not ever a "sir," they were five of the •—I had set about trying to pump some
richest alive. It would have been extraordi- sense out of what had happened on the
nary even in London for them to be all way.
It had not^ taken long to learn that my
seated around the same table at the same
time; in Singapore 4t was without prece- suspicions of Leslie Kettenish were so
much air. Kettenish was all he'd said he '
dent.
"Your highness of course is a celebrated was; and his son,-a rubber broker in Singaconnoisseur, and I am sure that none of pore, did have a private plane. I saw young
us would dream of questioning your judg- .Kettenish, but he couldn't help me.
I sent wires to two men in Mandalay
ment. At the same time—"
"At the same time,"-Mike interrupted, and another in Rangoon, and got answers
-all smiles, "you would like to see the evi- - from all three saying that they had not
dence. Don't you think I have provided seen Armstrong. The P. and 0 . people
it? Do you think I would ask you to take had no reservation in his name.
I checked on planes and learned nothing
the mere word of a descendant of the
Khmeer emperors, when money is in- —except that the officials of the Straits
Settlements were even more jumpy about
volved?"
He didn't like them, and they knew it, their famous naval base than I'd supposed:
though they were much too clever to let my questions got them asking me questions,
this knowledge show. They had plenty of and I was almost pinched for a spy.
litried most of all to find the man in
respect for Mike; not just for his position
—what were princes to these princes of the brown coat. And it was for this reason
that at last, reluctantly, I had gone to
finance?—but for his ability.
It made me feel pretty proud of Mike. the cops.
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GUY like Mike, for all the fact the
Kammorirri was nobody's protectorate,
ordinarily had no chance whatever of getting into Singapore without having a
"guard of honor" slapped on him. by the
jittery British. On this visit, for two days,
we had somehow, so far, remained incog.
But this was all spoiled when I went to
the cops.
Nor was the information I received xorth
it. Nobody seemed to know who Brown
Coat was, from my description, and I could
not pick his picture nor that of the "missionary"-out of the local rogues' gallery.
There was only one person who might
conceivably help me: a half-Chinese informer named Yang, who however seemed
to have disappeared. Vang, the cops declared, liked his pipe. They were watching ,
all opium joints, legal and illegal, and
would let me know if they found any trace
of the man. They wanted him themselves,
for other reasons.
Yang, they told me, knew every bad
white man who had lived in Singapore in
the past eight years; and he never forgot.
Moreover, you'could get him to talk. You
can always, of course, get any dopey to
talk.
Kettenish's car we'd found abandoned
in Kuala Lumpur near the Metropole
Hotel, which is right across from the railway station. Nobody at the hotel remembered Brown Coat, but the railway booking clerk seemed to remember having sold
a ticket to somebody answering that
description. '
,
He would have just about had time to
jump the train south; and when • Mike
and I took off again in Mike's plane from
Kettenish's field we were coniident that
we would be in the Singapore terminal
ready to pick him up when that train pulled
in.
Well, we were—^but we didn't see anything of Brown Coat. Now that I'd got
the cops on the job we were checking way
stations along the line; but we did not
seem to be getting far.
. . . "And your highness' rubies?" The
guy at the head of the table swerved
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solemn respectful eyes upon Mike. "Would
it be asking too much—"
•
"Certainly not." Mike turned to me.
"Show them, Georgie!"
I opened the money belt and tumbled
its contents upon the table. There were
twenty-two large stones. . Armstrong,
wherever he was, had an equal number.
Mike sat smiling, confident. He was
asking these men to consent to some pretty
stiff terms, but he was sure of his merchandise. I was smiling too. In fact we looked
at one another and grinned like a couple
of proud kids.
Each of the five men, one using a loupe,
examined each of them twenty-two stones
with care. They were wooden-faced, as
always, and did not look up. They're afraid
to look up, I gloated to myself. They're
afraid we'll-see the gleam in their eyes.
After a long while, though, I began
to get worried. This procedure wasn't natural; it wasn't even human. How could
anybody, even an Englishman, look at
stones like that and keep excitement from
his face? I didn't like it. And I saw that
Mike too was troubled.
Each of the five looked at each of the
others, and each gave the slightest possible
nod. The one at the head of the table,
after clearing his voice, said cautiously
to Mike:
"Are you quite sure that your highness
hasn't—uh— Shall I put it this way: that
perhaps in your highness's eagerness—"
Mike went American on him. It was not
for nothing that Mike had spent four
years at Princeton.
"What the hell are you getting at?"
He slammed a fist upon the table. "You're
certainly not going to try to deny that
these. are the finest pigeon's-bloods you
ever laid eyes on?"
They cleared their throats very softly,
as,if it were a rite, and they looked, if
they could be said to look anything, embarrassed. The one at the head of the
table leaned a trifle closer to Mike. His
manner was not exactly patronizing, but
it was something dangerously close to that.
"Your highness understands, of course,
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that we could not for an instant impugn
his judgment in matters of precious stones.
But isn't it just barely possible—"
The nabob, having seen Mike's eyes,
stogped. I guess he wag scared. He had
reason to be..
Mike picked up one of the stones. 'He
looked at it, and .began to frown. He
picked up another.

"Like this?" I pulled out the scrap of
brown gabardine I'd picked up in upper
Kammorirri. I'd forgotten all about it
until just now.
Mike, nodded.,
"That could be "the very piece. Why?"
"Why, because that means he flew down.
Flew, understand? From somewhere near
the neighborhood of those mines. He must
have, climbed aboard your plane either at "'
'T'HIS was too sacred a table for me to " Bangkok or Penang, and how could he
-°- be seated at, of course; biit I was have beaten me to either place if he didn't
standing right behind one of the big shots, have a plane of. his own?
and I reached over his shoulder and took
"Even if he went' direct to Aranya
the loupe out of his hand and picked- up Pradesa or the railhead above Lopburi he
a bunch of stones. The fact that he prob- couldn't possibly- have made a connection
ably owned more street car systems than to get him to Bangkok by the time we
I did shirts didn't make any difference took off, much less the night before. Don't
to me.
you see?
"What's more, he wasn't scared when
~ Before we were satisfied, Mike and I
had gone back and forth to the window I pointed out that if he shot you I couldn't
a dozen times. Below, in Raffles Square, land the plane^ And how did he know about
three or four plainclothesmen loafed, now Kettenish's private landing field—it isn't
and then glancing up at these windows, and near the railroad or any highway—except
Hhere were no doubt about plainclothesmen ^ from flying over it? He's a pilot himself.
in the hall; but we had no thought for That's the answer."
these.
"But— But why should he change—"
. At last Mike looked up. I almost thought Mike waved toward the stones on the
he was going to cry.
table. "Those are only spinels. Good ones,
"Georgie, are you certain that—"
yes, and just about the same size—"
"Mike," I said, forgetting to highness
"Of course they are! He didn't want to
him, "I swear they haven't been out of ^ steal the stones we had as. much as he
my belt and the belt hasn't been from wanted to switch these for them, so that
around my .waist since we left Kettenish's we'd think later that we'd made a misthree days ago. I've, slept in it."
take. That's probably what his pal the
phoney missionary planned to do, only
"Then it must have been >that—"
The idea came to me at last. I don't I got wise to him. You see what it means,
-see how I could possibly have taken so don't you? It means they're afraid of being
long thinking of it. I grabbed Mike's interrupted up there."
"Up where?"
shoulder.
"Up where Armstrong and I went on
"Listen. That guy in the plane. He wore
a brown coat—he was facing you most that expedition. There must be some place
of the time—did you happen to notice near those mines where you can land and
whether a small triangle of cloth was torn take off. Come on!"
out of the coat anywhere?"
As we starred out, one of the stiff-necks
cried,-"But see heah! Doesn't his highMike nodded.
"As a matter of fact, I did. I examined ness want these—"
"Those?" I said, wheeling. "They
him carefully because I wanted to be able
to give a good description afterward. There wouldn't be used to pave the winecellars
was such a piece torn out just underneath . with in Kammorirri! But stick around.
We'll get you some ,real ones."
the right pocket."
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Just outside the door a police detective hand, until we came to a door which
named Carse came up and told us that they looked to me just like every other door
thought they had located Yang,' the in- along the line. There was no number or
, anything. The party consisted of Carse,
former. Carse said:
"It appears that Yang is in a place over Mike, two Chinese detectives, a harness
on Sago Street, a sort of tenement. We're bull, and me. Two other detectives, one
anxious to get him ourselves and keep him a Chinese, were to cover the roof.
"It's on the .top floor," whispered Carse,
in jail for a while for his own protection.
He's by far our best informer, and there and opened the door.
If you ever raid a Chinese gunmen's
are rumors that he's going to be murdered.
hangout, here's a tip: take a gas mask
So we'll raid this place."
He was a young fellow, and uneasy. He along. I had supposed, before that door
was opened, that I knew something about
looked sideways at Mike.
"Sago Street is not very—uh—shall I bad smells; but this was my mistake. Actusay savory? Perhaps it would be wiser ally it made me stagger back a few steps,
if your highness did not accompany, us?" as if somebody had pushed me in the
"You just try to keep me away," cried chest. I would rather have faced a shower
of bullets.
Mikuud-Phni Luangba.
The' awful thought was that I might
INGAPORE is not, by and large) a have to face both. It didn't seem fair.
tough town. It is big, and its popuWe went in. We were positively leaning
lation is a bewildering mixture of races, forward against that stink the way you
. and of course it gets a lot of sailors; lean forward when you walk into a strong
so that i t isn't like Jackson Corners, Iowa. wind.
. . But on the other hand, it is not anywhere
The halls were bare; no light showed
near as wicked as its reputation.
under the doors, and the shadows our
Sago Street is an exception. It is dark flashes created were swaying. Behind some
even in the daytime and quiet even at door on the second story somebody started
i
night. You seldom see anybody there, and to sing in a blurred furry voice, one of
never anybody who lingers; now and then those sleepy tuneless Chinese songs; and
a hunch-over figure, hands in sleeves, then he shut up.
Eventually among the other stenches
slithers out of one door and into another,
and then stillness swoops back with a rush I singled out the sweet sickly one of opium.
as if eager to reclaim a thoroughfare al- Soniewhere in this house, perhaps every-,
where in it, people were hitting the pipe.
ways hers by rights.
There were three floors. On the second a
Sajgo Street, in other words, is enough
to give anybody the creeps. It is narrow, Chinese suddenly opened a door at my
it is crooked; the buildings are high, dirty, elbow, stared at me with popping eyes
blank-windowed; and ,if you can walk for an instant, and then, before I could
down it at any hour without looking over yell or grab him, slammed the door. It
your shoulder every few steps—then you're made a terrific noise. But after that, after
the echoes had chased themselves to rest,
a better man than I am.
We waited at one end, waited for some we heard nothing. >
We held a little conference and decided
other cops to get up and cover the roof,
Absolutely nothing moved, and there wasn't to push on. After all, there was a uniformed
constable stationed in the street outside.
a sound of any sort.
On the third floor, at the head of the
"All right," Carse said at last. I don't
know how he knew. Maybe he didn't; may- stairs, a door was ajar. Carse pushed it
be it just got on his nerves too, and he de- open very carefully, holding his revolver
cocked in his hand. One of the Chinese decided to start.
"*"
We crept, down the street, revolvers in tectives behind him flashed a light over
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his shoulder. We were all leaning very low, - When the light steadied, the man was
almost kneeling. We didn't know what to at the foot of the stairs and heading- for
the next flight; I snapped one shot at him
expect.
It was a small bare room and there.was and he answered just once. A Chinese dea man lying on his back in the middle of tective suddenly leaned against us, spoiling
the floor. Next to him was a piece of bam- my next shot. Then the man y?as gone.
I shrugged off the Chinese, cursing him.
boo about two feet long with an earthenware bowl about the size and shape of a But I saw that- he had not been up to
large mushroom fastened near ong^end of funny work. He leaned against me because
it, so we assumed at first that he'd been a bullet had broken, his right shoulder
kicking the gong around, as the boys at and he was.faint from pain and shock.
- We heard a door slam below, then anhome would say. But there was no tube
of chandu, lio cooking needle or spirit other shot, sounding very far away.
From a nearer door, the one on the left,
lamp.
came
a babble of men's voices. Chinese
We straightened, and walked in. With
the beam of the flashlight straight down voices, pleading. Our flashlights, held to
upon his face, we saw what had happened one side, stabbed the darkness, revealing
to him. It's a wonder we had not noticed four befuddled Chinese through the reek ,
the blood before, there being so much of opium fumes. They all looked seared—
of it. He was—or had been, for his throat all but one.
"Throw out your pistols," cornmanded
was cut from ear to ear—a plump, mildlooking, rather pleasant-faced Chinese. • Carse.
They had already dropped these on the
"Yang," whispered Carse.
floor. Now they'kicked them toward us.
He bent down.
We heard a step in the hall, and as one All except the one who didn't look scared.
He had. had too much opium, or maybe
man we whirled around.
he was wanted for murder anyway and
CHINAMAN had come out of a door knew he was as good as hanged if caught.
on the left and was. making for the Anyway, instead of kicking a gun he picked
stairs. Apparently he did not know that one up.
It was-, the last thing he ever did do.
anything was going on; he was startled
when he heard us, even more startled when He was slammed back against the wall by
a whole volley, and we never knew, or
^ he turned and saw us, guns and all.
He started to scream. One of the Chinese cared, which one of us really killed him.
detectives went up to him and hit him Mike fired, and Carse, and one of the
on the side of the head with a revolver Chinese detectives, and I, aU at practically
the same split-second. The other Chinese
butt, and the man fell flat.
But that scream had done the trick. detective was sitting on the floor with
The door through which this fellow had his broken shoulder, not making a movecome, the door on the left, was thrown ment or sound.
There was no more resistance after that.
open again, and a man came out. He came
crouching low, doubled far over, and shoot- We simply walked in, finding four autoing with a pistol in each hand, so that none matics, three trembling prisoners, one
corpse, eight or ten smoking set-ups, sixty
of us had a very good look.
It happened faster than I can tell it. tubes of ordinary government chandu and
Those who held " flashlights naturally more than forty one-mace jars of some un' snapped them off or else moved them to labeled bootleg product.
Carse was less interested in the opium,
another place,-not wishing to draw lead
to themselves, so that for an instant the" an old story to him, than in the automatics.
hall was a jumble of crazily leaping .A Singapore cop would give you four
truckloads of narcotics for a single conshadows.
22
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fiscated pistol, any day. The unwounded
detective went to work questioning the
prisoners right away; and though I couldn't
understand a word of it, it sounded very
familiar all the same.
But what interested me most was the
coat. .
It was a brown gabardine coat, hanging
on a nail, and there was a small triangular
piece torn out just under the right pocket.
"They say that belong Englishman," the
Chinese detective told me. "They say him
name Kenneth Kelt, him smoke pipe, fly
plane."
"Kenneth Kelt!" This was Carse. "Why,
he hasn't been seen in the colony for three
years, to the best of my knowledge. He
was just about to be deported as a U.B.S.
—that's Undesirable British Subject, you
know—when we learned a few more interesting things about him and decided to
arrest him, but he disappeared. There's
been a warrant out for him ever since.
He's a pilot, yes. A clever man, I understand, but not exactly what you'd call
straight."
"They say him 'flaid police," the detective reported. "Yang, him say him go
police. They say him kill Yang."
. •
"I can believe it," said Carse. "Well,
we'll soon hear what he has to say for
himself. That shot down in the street
must have meant that the constable's
nabbed him."
"I am afraid," said IVfike, entering the
room very quietly, "that the shot meant
exactly the opposite. The constable is lying
on the pavement down there with a bullet
through his heart, arid Kenneth Kelt isn't
in sight—nor for that matter is anyone
else."
Carse looked shocked.
"My word! I'd give my long leave to
put that scoundrel behind bars! I wonder
where he could have gone?"
Mike looked at me, grinning a little.
"Upper Kammorirri, I think," I answered Carsfe.
"So we fly again, my Georgie?" Mike
said.
"We fly again."
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CHAPTER IV
TEMPLE OF SCARLET

TyiTAYBE I should have explained in the
^^^ beginning that this upper Kammorirri
country is geography gone nuts. Cliffs and
jungle, with hardly enough clear level space
to spread a handkerchief on, it hasn't been
explored simply because there has never
been any reason to explore it.
Mike himself, and in earlier days his
old man, had sometimes gone there hunting; but even that, though big game was
thick, wasn't any fun; you had to do too
much working climbing up and sliding
down.
, "We'd better find something soon," said
Mike.
. '
I glanced at the gas gauge and saw what
he meant.
"Holy Moses!"
•
'
"Exactly," said Mike.
We had enough left in the tank to keep
us up for maybe another twenty minutes.
Mike's crate was built for speed, not long
distance records; and since our last stop,
which was at the palace, we'd been doing
a lot of cruising.
"Mike,"'l said, "let's go home."
"It would be nice. Take a look over your
shoulder."
I did; and if I'd been chewing gum just
then I'd have swallowed it.
It must have come very suddenly. Where
a few minutes before there had been nice
clear blue sky, picture-book stuff, with
fleecy white clouds and all that—now there
was sheer blackness. It was growing, too. ,
It was covering the whole sky. It would be
upon us in a little while.
Now we could undoubtedly go above it.
I knew enough about flying to know that.
But what would we do when we got up
there? We'd have to come down pretty soon
anyway, and where would we come down?
We had just about enough gas left to get
back to the palace, if we could find the
palace. After all, it was only that, a palace,
even if it was a big one. It was set in the
middle of the^ jungle between two hills,
and to see it you had to be practically on ''
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top of it. To try to find it by dead reckoning, while .flying- above the clouds, was
idiotic.
The only other place to land would be
the one we were looking for, .whatever that
was. There had to be some place out here
somewhere. It stood to reason. Biit unless
we went directly over it, flying mighty low
at that, we might miss it. Landing anywhere ejse at all, of course, would mean
Bye Bye Blackbird.
"What are you going to do?"
"Keep on," answered Mike.
That's the way he was. Crazy maybe,.
but he had guts. And maybe he wasn't
so crazy after all. Maybe the best way to
go, when in doubt, is ahead.
I took another look at the storm. It
was coming fast. After that I kept looking down, directly upon the land we were
flying over, until my eyes hurt.
Mike I knew was tired, which was only
natural after flying almost continuously,
all the way from Singapore. I'd taken the
stick now and then, to' give him a little
rest', but the responsibility was always his.
So now I watched, while, he flew.
I didn't look behind again. I just looked
down.
Mile after mile of it went by; that mass
of vegetation so thick that it sopped up
sunlight, giving no chance for reflection;
it was like a murky swamp. No echo could
ever come out of it, no glint of brightness.
- But it was not empty. It was packed
with death.
•
The air was oddly light, and I thought
electrical. I had a feeling of being encased
in something that tingled.
\
"Good to the last drop," said Mike.
I looked at him.
"Just what do you mean?"
"Hear that hollow, coughy sound?
That's the last of our gasoline. Here we
go-oh!"
The engine conked out. The nose of
the plane gave a downward lurch.
You've heard of good things dropping
out of heaven in the nick of time? Well,
in our case it was just the opposite. We
were the ones to drop out of heaven, with

a thunderstorm nudging us from behind,
and the good thing came up to meet us.
When another second would have been
too late, we found what we were looking
for.
And what a thing to find! I couldn't
have been more dumbfounded if it had
been the Ferry Building. I don't know just.
what I'd expected—some sort of cleared
space, an improvised landing field—but
certainly not this!'
What was it? Well, I didn't know myself,, for a while. You see, there was not
much time to study things. We dived, Mike
caught her up on the very verge of the
striicture, we cushioned oofily, and then
we struck.
I had a fleet glimpse, on right and left,
of what looked like the largest sea serpent
of all history, with fan-shaped heads' sticking up every few yards. Whirling toward
us, as our landing wheels slewed at a hundred miles an hour over stones greased
with thick' leaf mold, I saw a cube of
lichened rock, maybe twenty feet across, on
which was engraved something that nobody
could talk me into describing.
Then we were past that. We faced a
huge platform, black, littered with rocks
and rubble, the jungle rising sheer at the
far end, on either side that nightmare sea
serpent with all the heads.
TE TOOK a bumping, of course. How
we missed that great block of stone
with the dirty carving on it, I'll never know.
But we did. And at last, somehow,. right
up against what looked like the edge of
a cliff with a parapet consisting of muddy
footballs, a few yards from the jungle
itself, we slished to a stop.,
Mike said, "Phew!" and took out a
platinum cigarette case. "It was a close
one, wasn't it, Georgie?"
"And where," asked Mike between puffs
as he "lighted a cigarette, "where do you
suppose we are?"
"Those twisting fences," I said, squinting out at them, first right, then left, "look
like something devised to get a man to sign
the pledge. And yet—you know, Mike,
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they're sort of familiar. I've seen that shape flight of very narrow and very steep stone
before, somewhere."
steps.
"You have," said Mike. He was frownWell, peering out. now I saw better what
ing a little now, which was not like him. they were. Time had been rough with them,
"That happens to be the seven-headed but when you were close sufficient of their
snake Naga. And the thing we just missed, shapes remained to give you a chance to
unless I'm mistaken, is engraven with the recognize them—that is, if you happened
linga, the emblem of Siva the Destroyer." to know them in the first place.
Now I've mentioned that I'd been read"You mean to say— What—"
ing the Bible. It happened that I also knew
I broke off.
about
Brahmanism;
for
"I don't know what," said Mike. "But something
Georgie, I'U-be honest with you. I'm just Brahmanism is the state religion of Kamrnorirri.
a teeny-weeny bit scared."There were Parvati and Ganesa . . . and
Then the storm hit us.
It walloped down upon us with all the that one over there I was pretty sure was
vicious fury of a beast that's missed its meant to represent Apsaras.
Excited, I turned to Mike.
prey by inches. Which it had, practically.
"Say, we couldn't possible have landed
If Mike's plane had been just.a little
__
slower, that storm would have caught us in Angkor?"
He shook his head. He was looking out
in the air, and I hate to think what it
of the window on his side, and no doubt he
wouldn't have done to us.
As it was—for our landing gear seemed recognized a lot more of the half-obliterated
\
to have got wedged against that low lumpy stone figures than I did.
"We're a long, long way from Angkor,
parapet I had seen and we were nicely
stuck there—all it could do was^ shriek at Georgie."
He was as excited as I was. We had
us and try to tear us to pieces, and, after
a few seconds, start pelting us with rain. to shout to make one another heard.
"Look," he yelled, "that's Krishna down
Did I say rain? Well, you might as
well call it that as anything else. It was there! And that's Devatas. And do you
like masses of white water all around us, know what iAai is?"
"Do you know what this is?" I yelled
masses not quite solid but with just enough
space between the drops to allow.for hiss- back, pointing to it. "It's a hole in the
side of the plane."
"
...
ing and steaming.
It was like being in a whirlpool. You
couldn't see anything out of the windows. TTJE LOOKED up, a trifle impatient. But
You couldn't hear anything but the seeth- -'^-'^ he saw that it was a hole, sure enough.
ing shriek of the rain and the bellow of And it hadn't been there ten seconds ago.
What's more, when we looked over to the
thuTider.
This lasted only a few seconds, and then other side of the cabin we saw another hole,
the rain let up a little. Don't misunder- about the same size, exactly opposite the
stand! It didn't subside to any drizzle. It , first.
-Then another one appeared, and anwas still what residents of a non-tropical
country would call a cloudburst. But at other. Then a slightly larger one, surleast it gave you a chance toNbreathe; and rounded by milky whiteness, in the nonby peering hard, straining your eyes, you shatterable glass of the window not three
inches from my chin. And in the window
could see a few yards from the plane.
"Muddy footballs," is the way I de- on the opposite side there came still anscribed those rocky shapes which made up other.
the parapet and but for which we would
"Somebody's shooting at us!"
have gone clear off the end of this place and
We fell flat, and I reached up and opened
down what looked like an interminable the door on my side half an inch. I nodded
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toward the other 'door, and Mike nodded
back that he understood. I stuck a flashlight into my hip pocket.
We pushed out, each on his own side,
into the battering rain. I lost sight of Mike,
but I knew he'd head for the steps. We
always worked together that way.
Fight back? At what? Remember, we
never even heard the shots, so loud was
the storm. The holes appeared as if by
magic, it seemed oh both sides of the plane
at once. In other words, we didn't even
know from which direction the bullets were
coming.
As far as seeing anybody was concerned,
you couldn't have seen anybody more than
a few yards away in that downpour. Whoever he was, he couldn't see us either,
of course.
But he could see the plane. That would
be visible between gusts of rain and in
flashes of lightning. And if he kept peppering the side of the plane long enough, and
if his ammunition lasted, and he had any
luck at all, -he was sure to get-one or both
of us.
So we scrammed.
I stumbled on hands and knees over
thick slimy leaf mold whipped into a jelly
by rain which spear-clanged off it, stinging
my face. I .found a "football," Rama or
Dvarapalas or_ whatever it was, and slid
over it.
The steps were even steeper than I'd
thought. They were broad, broader than
any court house steps at home, but they
were only a couple of inches deep. What's
more, they'd been so chipped and worn
by time and were so slick with the jungle's
refuse, that you. just had to take it easy.
If you ever slipped you'd keep right "on
going; it would be like a chute.
I did slide once. I'd been in too much
of a hurry, and my, feet went from under
me. I scrambled and fought to get a grip
with elbows, fingernails, knees, anything,
even my chin. But I began to slide.
Then a small hand, a dainty hand, went
around my left wrist, from above, and I
heard Mike call, "Take it easy, Georgie!"
He held me just long enough to let me get

a grip. I don't think he could have held
me much longer if he'd wanted to.
We went side by side after that, so that
we could help one another if need be,
and we went very slowly. Rain sizzled
around us, slashing us.
When we found an opening we were
glad enough to crawl" in out of that terrible rain. At first we thought it was only
a sort of break in the stones, but as we
were straightening out there came a- flash
of lightning and we saw that this was a
door cut into the" side of the building.
It was maybe ten^feet square. How deep
it was we couldn't see, though the corridor
seemed to go straight on in to the center
of this building.
In the lightning flash we both saw
pedestaled in rock a large stone likeness
of the Buddha. There he sat, tranquil,
soundless, regarding his tummy. And then
the lightning passed, and we were in darkness again.
I didn't say anything. I let Mike break
the silence, which he did presently by lighting a cigarette. I thought I saw the flame
wobble a little; but his voice, when he
spoke, was firm. I think that the sight of
that Buddha had done him good. Other
men have other ideas, of course. It was
none of my business.
"You've got the torch, Georgie? Good!
Let us explore this place."
[IKE and I both realized before we
had gone far along that vast dank
corridor what he had probably suspected
right away; that we had dropped down
upon another of those immense ruined
temples that you could not match in Yucatan or Peru or Persia or Egypt or anyyvhere else.
The place was immense, and I don't
mean just figuratively! How Kenneth Kelt
had discovered it we did not know, except
that it was probably as we had, accidentally," from the air. Armstrong and I, among the few per. sons who had ever penetrated the upper
K'ammorirri country, for all I know might
have passed within fifty yards of this
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mighty structure without seeing anything
to indicate its presence. That's the kind
of jungle they have there. •
"Did you hear something?" I whispered,
stopping.
"Bats," said. Mike.
I turned the4)eam of the flash upward,
and there they were, thousands of them,
hundreds" of thousands, cHnging in thick
black masses, head-down, to a ceiling we
couldn't, because of them, even see. They
squealed a little, rustling pettishly like
birds, when the light found them.
We walked on. 'We walked, I'll swear,
miles. Up' one corridor, down another,
across great blank chambers-, along rickety
balconies, over piles of rock where parts
of the ceiling had fallen in.
Now and then we would catch a glint of
daylight as -we passed some opening, and
hear the senseless whee-ee-ee of the wind
and the roar of falling rain. Thunder reverberated, through the whole temple, but it
was a thunder we did not so much hear as
feel. .
Sometimes we passed places where water,
tumbling through holes we could not see',
splattered and splashed slyly, furtively, as
if ashamed of itself for violating, this sanctuary.
But when we heard the howls, we knew
that the.y were human.
Howls of rage they were, shrill, high, not
so loud as the thunder but far more immediate, individual, urgent. They rose and
fell, broke off, started up again. They
filled the whole place, ilnearthly enough
before, with an unearthly clamor.
One man, you would say. Or was it two,
now? There was a sob hidden in the sound.
Where did it come from? We couldn't
be sure, except that it was somewhere very
close. It had started almost at our elbows.
The howl subsided to at wail, a whimper,
and then ceased. Mike and I stood staring
at one another.
'
"We've got to find'him, whoever he is,"
Mike whispered.
I nodded.
We started to prowl.
The light, a strong one, seemed crushed
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and crowded in this place. Shadows shouldered one another into its path, breaking
it, blurring it, so that we were never sure
whether we were in a large room or a small one,—if you could call any of the >ooms
in that place small—and had to de,vote all
our attention to our feet.
There were holes in the floor, places
where- it had fallen through, some tiny,
some very wide. To drop into one of those
might mean only a sprained ankle, or it
might mean a broken leg, or instant death.
Mike kicked a stone into one once, and
we stood listening, heads cocked. I suppose it was actiially only a few seconds',
but it seemed whole minutes before we
heard it hit bottom/
We shivered a little. It was sort of chilly
in that place.
As we started to moye away there was
a hideous shriek right in front of us.
I stepped back so fast that I stepped
into a crevice and went on my knees, and
the flashlight fell to the floor. We could
hear it roll. Lord, I thought, if it falls ,
down one of those holes . . . It didn't. On
hands and knees I started for the spot
I had last heard it.
^ When my extended hand touched a human arm, I stiffened, halting.
"That you, Georgie?"
Mike, I gathered, was as twittery as
I was.
"I didn't know but what you might be
knocked out," he whispered, "so I started
to look for the flash."
Between us, we found it easily enough.
And just as we did so there was another
high hideous shriek thatj^eemed to come,
in fact, from-the very flashlight itself. I
shook my head, gritting my teeth, cursing.
The acoustics in this place were ga-ga,
I told myself. These damp walls and batplastered ceilings, these bas-reliefs of the
gods of India were playing tricks with
echoes.
When I switched on the light, Mike and
I found that we were kneeling at the very
edge qf a pit about ten feet across, and '
when I turned the beam down into this pit
we saw where the screams had corhe from.
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'INHERE were three lunatics in yellow.
1 The first thing we saw of them was
their eyes, wide open and flaring jvith rage; the next was their slathering mouths and
glistening bald heads.'
_y
They-were incredibly skinny men with
long bony hands and broken fingernails
from which blood ^dripped as again and
again they sprang up, scrabbling in vain at
the sides of the pit.
They could not see us, of course, for
the blinding light; but they kept screaming
and yammering, their heads raised, and
they kept jumping up, trying to get out.
The pit was at least twenty feet deep and .
its sides were slick with slime.
After a while they fell back, exhausted,
to sit in the filth at the bottom; but they
still glared up-at us.
,
"Bakous," whispered Mike.
"Yes."

•

-

Anyone who has traveled in those parts
has seen them. They are some sort of
Buddhist monks who wander the roads in
apparent aimlessness or else stand in silent groups around the shrines, not begging, not paying any attention to one another or to anybody else.
Bakous, they are called; and they wear
a toga of bright yellow cheesecloth, nothing else. With their, shaven pates, their
crossed arms, their shoulders hunched up
around their tight pallid faces, they resembled benevolent turkey buzzards, if you
can imagine such a thing.
They always look at least a trifle mad;
but these in the pit were gibbering idiots.
"Could they have fallen in? All three
of them?"
*
"I don't see how. From the look of them,
they must have been' down there for
weeks."
If it* was obvious that they could not
see us, because of the light, it was equally
obvious that they hated us with the intensity of maniacs, supposing that we were
the persons who had put them there.
I moved the light around, disclosing some
marvelous bas-reliefs depicting scenes from
the Mahabarata, but nothing in the. nature
of a ladder or a rope.

Mike tried to.talk to them, tried three
or four languages and as many local dialects, but clearly they did not understand.
Nor could Mike understand what it was
they were trying to convey when occasionally they snarled back at him.
"'If we did get them oat," Mike reasoned, "they'd only try to kill us."
So we moved on. One of the' Bakous
emitted a shriek as we turned our backs
to them, and it seemed to go the very
length of my spine.
• _
Nothing reflected light in this lost place
of worship, where the shadows seemed
to twist and squirm away from the flash's
beam as if resenting its presence. And this
is the reason why, when the light abruptly
was thrown back at us in scarlet splendor,
we gasped, instinctively reaching for our
guns. Immediately afterward we relaxed.
"Now," said Mike, "we're getting somewhere!"
I think it was the first time either of
us had drawn a full breath since we entered
the place. For we both felt at home in the
presence of rubies.
CHAPTER V
T H E VANISHING

PRINCE

^T^HERE were at least two hundred oi
-^ them, every one a beauty. Kenneth
Kelt and his associate the phoney missionary evidently were like Armstrong and
me: they didn't bother with the petty stuff.
These, laid out. on a sort of altar which
had. perhaps been a place of sacrifice or
something in the old days, would knock
your eye out: All pure pigeon-bloods. I
could not imagine how the market would
behave when these stones began to appear.
What's more, when they did appear it
would be just as they were now. For—and
here's what gave us a jolt—these were not
rough gems torn out of the mountainside,
the sort Armstrong and I had carried
away. These had been cut and polished;
and cut and polished by an expert too.
Lying on that dark altar in the heart
of an ancient lost Jemple,. they were just
as they might have been in a jeweler's
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window—if any jeweler had possessed the
capital to put on such a display.
Because I estimated that this lot of
rubies must have been worth close to a
million" dollars.
I went close to them, wondering, feeling a little frightened, the way I always
did in the presence of really lovely gems,
the way you feel when you go into a big
dim church or cathedral. They were exquisitely cut.
When I was able to shift my eyes from
the array, I looked around. And I saw
at least part of the explanatign. This altarlike article had been turned into a practical
workbench, with every necessary device
and tool of the lapidary's art. And they'd
been used recently.
"It's not, hard to guess the meaning of
this," said Mike. "If they went out into
civilization with stones like this, uncut,
the word would get around that there was
some new ruby mine somewhere, and their
movements in the immediate past would
be looked up—which naturally they
wouldn't want. But they could sell them in
this form, if they took their time, without raising suspicion."
"Incidentally," I said, "where are those
babies?"
"It's a big place," Mike pointed out;
"Let's hope that when we do meet them,
we see them first."
He said it solemnly, and then he grinned
quickly at me.
"Amen," said I.
We prowled a bit, but the only other
thing of interest we found was a sun helmet.
It had been worn a lot and, was dirty,
but it bore the label of a good shop in
Singapore. On- the sweat band were the
intials G.L.
"Let's go topside," Mike suggested. "I'd
like to make sure nothing's happened to
the plane."
This was not as easy as it sounded. We
found several stairways, but when we
started up them we learned that they were
blocked by debris. Nor did we dare to
try to force our way'through.
Poking around in a joint like that, you
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can't be too careful. If we had tried to
move the barriers, we might have precipitated a small landslide and got ourselves nicely buried under a few tons of
rock.
So we kept looking.
At last we found a sure-enough ascent,
a broad grand staircase leading to a large
opening in the,roof through which teemed
rain.
We went up very carefully, our guns
out.
_^
^
The storm was temperamental. Sometimes rain came so hard that it lashed
itself into a steam-like spray as difficult
to see through a^ that much fog. At other
times there was more wind but the rain
came in long sweeping gusts, not too pleasant, but not blinding. This was the way
it was behaving when Mike and I returned
to the roof.
Even after all the mooching around
downstairs, we were startled by its size.
It must have been a thousand feet long
and at least a hundred and fifty broad.
It was singularly clear of sticks and,stones,
a fact which shouldn't have surprised us
but did; we soon reasoned that it was
kept that way by Kelt.
The sacred snake Naga, many times repeated, coiled its rocky length along the
two long sides, lifting a hundred heads in
more, or less good condition after all the
centuries. One end had fallen off a bit,
the whole end of the building seemed to
have collapsed; but at the other end, where
the parapet of worn gods stood,- where
Mike's monoplane was parked, the floor was
smooth.
The plane seemed to be all right. We
did not venture close to it.
In the middle of the roof was the great
cube of stone, or prasat, which we'd missed
by inches. It must have weighed thousands
of tons. I wondered how many men had
taken how many weeks to haul it up here.
The temple, as you could see by looking
beyond Naga, was no shanty; it was the
height of a five- or six-story building.
But what interested us most of all was
the other plane.
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T T WAS, like Mike's, a small monoplane,
-*• and it looked, like Mike's, fast. It was
lashed to the lee side of the prasat by a
rope which passed several times around
that enormous mass.
We did not go hear it, for the same
reason that we did not go near Mike's
plane—because we didn't know who might
be watching us, and didn't want to show
ourselves out in the open. We only peeped
over the edge of the roof.
,
Then the rain came straight down again,
came harder, and its splattered spray rose,
like a mist, so that we could scarcely see
ten feet.
We went below and "had a conference.
There was not much discussion. Right
now it would be nice, we both' said, to fly
back to the Sultan's palace and equip an
expedition to come and rediscover this
temple and raise hell with its occupants.
However, there were several things opposed to that. In the first place, we didn't
have any gas.
Well, there must be gas in the temple
somewhere; there was another airplane
here. We could look for it and maybe
find it.
And-maybe get killed when we tried to
put it into Mike's plane, too.
That was the second objection; We knew
that -there was somebody irT this place,
somebody probably far more familiar with
its intricate layout than we were, and who
was very eager to see us dead. Would we
be allowed to find gasoline, haul it up to
the roof,'•fuel the plane, wheel it about,
take off—all this without being punctured?
Nonsense!
•
But even supposing that we got away
with it, even supposing that the storm
let up at a convenient time, and we took
off, and that we made the palace without
hurt—what then? Whoever it was who
shared this place with us now would have
disappeared long before we could get back.
Remember, it wasn't the rubies themselves Mike was really worried- about—
what was a million dollars or so to him?
—but the secret of the mine, the secret of
'this temple. That must not get out.

"Here's what we do," I said, in a spurt
of common sense. "We go down to where
those stones are, and we wait. Sooner or
later whoever if was left them there will
get worried about them, especially knowing that we're loose, and will come after
them."
"Georgie, that's the brightest thought
you ever had!"
. . . It was not much fun, waiting. Dank
dungeon-like spots are usually pictured
as being filled with scurrying rats, but
there weren't any rats in that place. What
would they be^ doing-there? What would
they eat? A rat isn't interested in hanging
around a building merely for the purpose
of supplying local color. .
Fortunately there were not any bats
either. They stuck to the bigger, chambers,
where they could be as far as possible from
the
floor.
~"
—
No, there wasn't anything except Mike
and me and the rubies—and an atmosphere
thick, heavy, wet, forbidding. Mike was
at the other end of the altar. I couldn't
see him; I couldn't see anything at all.
Sometimes I thought I could catch a
glow of the rubies between us, but of course
this was my imagination. Rubies, like dia-.
monds, no matter how good they are, don't
give forth light from ,themselves. They will
pick up and reflect light so thin and faint
that you never suspected its existence;
but they aren't lamps.
Well, there I stayed for a long while,
in absolute darkness. I could hear the distant shriek of the wind; now and then I
fancied I heard a dribble of water; once,
far away, one of the Bakous, deep in his
pit, screamed hideousjy; . and without
pause, though almost unnoticed, as if it
.were a customary condition, the echoes
of muted thunder bounced back and forth.
When at last I heard a sound right in
the chamber with us, I stiffened. It was
the sound of somebody walking across thefloor.
^ H E agreement Mike and I had reached
-^ was that, when anybody appeared we
would wait until his light threatened to
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expose us, and then I would snap the
flash into his face and we'd both present
artillery, taking him by surprise. But this
guy, whoever he wa's, wasn't showing.any
light.
That would be strange enough in ordinary darkness; but in this place where
there wasn't the faintest gray reflection,
and where the floor was littered with fallen
stones and pitted ^with dangerous holes,
it was extraordinary.
, I waited, not knowing what to do. I
didn't want to snap on the flash until I
had something to aim at; I wanted to blind
the guy and take him by surprise. For all
I knew, he had a gun of his own.
He came very slowly. It was agony, waiting for him. Sometimes that man seemed
right next to me, sometimes he seemed
yards and yards away.
At last I heard him, unmistakably, at
the altar. He must have been right between
Mike and me, not more than a few feet
from either of us. Then I heard an odd
clicking, a sound that was unique and
could mean only one thing.
The man was'picking up the rubies.
Without even thinking, maybe with
some subconscious idea of protecting those
gems, I must have taken a step forward.
A stone must have rolled under my foot.
Anyway I heard a sharp intake of breath—
and the clicking sound ceased.
Now I did not know what to do. I had
just about decided to switch on the flash
anyway, when a hand touched my face.
I can't tell you what a scare it gave
me. I've been through-enough tight places
so that I can venture to admit being
scared, and I certainly was this time. I just
froze. And when I snapped out of it, a
split-second later, I found that I'd dropped
the flashlight.
-I lurched forward, swinging my left.
I had my gun in my right. I couldn't take
the time, then, to try to find the flashlight.
My fist grazed a shoulder and I collided with the guy. Our faces practically
slammed together. He grabbed my right
forearm. His fist plopped wetly against
my mouth. And then we went down.

\
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Yes, I could have fired. I could have
drilled him. There were'three reasons why
•I didn't.
.
In the first place I didn't know whether
he had a gun, and I couldn't be quite
that cold-blooded.,
In the second place I didn't want any
noise because I didn't want to draw his
friends. %
.(I'.
In the third place, and this was most
important, I might have shot clear through
him and the. bullet might -have come out
the other side and hit Mike, who I supposed was coming up from behind the man.
That may sound goofy, but it's been known
to happen. My gun is a big calibered one,
and I didn't want to take the chance. So,
dehberately, I dropped it.
As I say, we .went down. We rolled. We
liicked and slugged and used" our knees.
Neither of us said a word: We were much
to busy trying t5 slaughter one another.
I couldn't understand why he didn't yell.
But he didn't. He didn't make a sound.
I couldn't understand, either, what-had
happened to Mike. But I did not have much
time to think about this or anything else.
I had a real fight .ori my hands.
Back and forth we went, whamming
against rocks, humping over stones, teetering once on the edge of what must have
been a deep pit, rolling back again. I figured that he was as tall as I was but not
as heavy. But he was wiry. And he was
desperate.
It took me a long time to get him flat on
his back and to get a knee squeezing
against his gizzard so that he couldn't
struggle any more. My other knee was
inside his left elbow, pressing it against
the floor. I was holding his right wrist.
This left me a free hand, and I took some
matches from my pocket and struck one
on the seat of my pants.
"Marlin!"
"Good Lord," I yelped. "Armstrong!"
nnHERE was no-thought of holding him;
•"- once I knew who he was. Not for a
second would you suspect a man like Armstrong of any crooked work. You'd under-
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stand what I mean if you ever met him. Mike, during the long wait in darkness,
I helped him to his feet, and I fumbled had got to worrying about his plane. Maybe he'd just thought he would shake the
around and found the flash.
"I say, how in the world did you get kinks out of his legs and reassure himself,
thought he could easily find the steps,
here?" he asked, panting.,
"How did you get here?" I asked, doing which as a matter of fact weren't far
from, this chamber. He'd meant to come
likewise.
We were delighted to see one another. right back, but he'd got lost. That's the
. .'
But where was Mike ?^ I played the flash way I figured it.
All the same, I was 'mighty worried. I
all over the chamber and could see no sign
hardly paid any attention to what Armof him.
'.'They held me up, right after we parted. • strong was telling me.
I don't know what they did with my
Burmese boys. Killed them, like as not." " f y H E Y wanted me to report that the
_"It was Mike who brought me here,"
-- stones we'd found were mere spinels
I said."I think we ought to find him^first. . and ,to turn in twenty-two spinels instead
Why didn't you show a light when you of the stones I had. They offered me all
canfe in?"
sorts of money. Then they threatened me
"Didn't have one to show, They took my with torture. Finally they got the idea
matches away. I suppose they thought of .making me cut and polish the stones.
matches might help me get out, of, the pit It had been a long while since I'd done
they'd put me in. Well, I got out anyway, , any work like that, and I rather enjoyed
just now. I was going to slip outside and it. You know, I think I really fell in love
take my chances on beating my way to with them—the stones, I mean."
civilization. But I didn't want to go with"You did a swell job."
out my- rubies."
"I was going to take them along with
.. me just now, partly beca'use I wanted to
"Your rubies?"
"Well, of course they're not mine. have something to prove my story when
Twenty-two of them are the ones I took as I got back to civilization, if I did get back; .
my share when you and I split up. The, ^partly because I didn't want~such lovely
rest these men stole. Took "'em out of the things to belong tO' such scoundrels; and
mountain themselves. And they forced me partly because, as I say,-I'd got to love
them and hated the thought of parting from
to cut and polish them."
"Seems to me I'd heard that you used them.
"Langford is the one who met you and
to be a lapidary."
"Yes. In Amsterdam. And they _must pretended to be a missionary. I heard them
have known that. The one , called Lang- -talking about it. He was going to travel
ford, it seems he brought the skeep and with you a little way and see if he couldn't
so-forth. He knows something about cut- substitute some spinels for the rubies you
ting gems, but when he faced rubies as carried.
"They ^weren't-going to try to bribe you
lovely as these he got panicky. He tried
a few and spoiled them. So they decided —partly because you had so many carto,make me cut them. I didn't mind. It , riers and the story might get out, partly
gave me something to do, and it was better because they didn't think that your report
would carry as much weight as mine anythan staying in that pit."
s
"With the Bakous?"
way. And if you came in with spinels and
" N o , I was alone. Another pit. Past told a story of them being switched on
the way by a missionary, naturally no•theirs."
"Let's go looking for Mike," I suggested. body would believe you.
"They didn't think you'd tell such a
"We'll talk as we go along."
The only thing I could figure was that story. They supposed you'd cover yourself
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by saying, if you ever noticed the difference, that they'd'been spinels all along.
"That would mean, what with my report,
that at least there wouldri't be any excitement about the discovery of a new mining
field. At least they'd 'be allowed a little
longer to work it here themselves, as
poachers. They had a fortune already, but
they wanted more."
"Langford I've met, of course. And Kelt
I've met tod. Who else is there?"
"Claessens. He's an Australian. Kelt, it
seems, discovered this temple in the first
place, by accident, while flying out of his
course. He made a forced landing and got
poking around here and found what looked
to him like ruby possibilities. The place
you and I got those rubies from is very
near here, Marlin."
I nodded. I had already guessed that.
But I was wishing we would find Mike.
"As far as I can see, Kelt supplied the
original discovery and the flying ability,
Langford supplied most of the capital and
all the mining knowledge, such as it is,
while Claessens seems to be just a sort of
combination cook and bodyguard."
We poked our heads above the roof
level. Mike's plane had been wheeled to
one side; it seemed safe enough, and was
lashed to one end of Naga's horrid length.
At the far end of the roof was Kenneth
Kelt's plane, the landing wheels blocked
by stones. It looked as if they were planning a take-off. The rain still came down,
in long swishing sweeps, but the wind was
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moderate, the storm was subsiding now.
Mike was not anywhere on the roof.
"I don't like this a bit," I told Armstrong. "They knew Mike and I are
here, and I don't like to think what they.
might try to do to that kid if they lay
hands on him."
Armstrong looked sideways at me.
"They wouldn't be very nice to you,
either, for that matter."
"Let's go down to where we were. Mike
might have found his way back and be
wondering what happened to me."
We went back to the room where the
altar was. It was still there. But Mike
wasn't.
And neither were the rubies.'
CHAPTER VI
OLD FASHIONED WISDOM

[Y FIRST impulse was to start yelling—to run this way and that, yelling
Mike's name. I had a hard time restraining
myself. It was dumb of me to feel that
way about him, because he was perfectly
capable of taking care of himself; but feel
that way I did, every time he got into
trouble. I suppose maybe it was because
he was so little.
I turned to Armstrong.
"I still think he. just got lost and he'll
come back to this place, but I'm too
nervous to stand and wait. Do you know
your way around in here?"
"They took good care that I shouldn't
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learn. All I know is the space between
this room and where they had me in the
pit. I know that perfectly, which is why
I dared to make it just now without any.
light. But aside from that, I'm as lost,
as you are."
While I was trying to think of what tOi
do about it, a scream of rage ripped the
air; then another, and another. The
Bakous were at it again. But they were
not howling now, they were screaming. And
it seemed to me that now they sounded
immediately furious, with something to
scream at.
^1 lifted my chin, blinking. Without' looking at Armstrong, I. asked, "Do you know
where they are?"
"Oh, yes. Poor devils, they, were here
when Kelt and the others came. Lost, I suppose. Or maybe they'd stumbled into the
place by accident and had some crazy
worship of their own here. It was Claessens'
idea to chuck them down into that pit.
T.hey didn't dare let them get away and
give the secret of this place to the outside
world. It would have been kinder to kill
them outright.
"Yes, I know the place. You have to
pass it to get here from the pit where '
they kept me."
"Then you could find it again, without
any light?"
"I'm sure I could."
."Swell! You go there, and I'll be
hanging onto the back of your coat. And
whatever you do, don't make any noise!"
It took us a long time because we went
so cautiously, and all the while, though
intermittently, ;ye heard the screaming. And
what was more important, as we got closer
we could hear sometimes between screams
the low voices of men who were not mad!
When we first saw the light, Armstrong
reached a hand behind him to touch my
arm and warn me. He didn't need to. In
fact I slipped around in front of him then,
drawing my gun. His part of the job was
finished. Mine was just beginning.
The light drizzled hesitantly through a
vast high doorway. Very carefully I stuck
my head around the side of that doorway.

[IKE stood on the edge of the pit. He
was safe. They'd tied his hands behind, his back; but he was safe. His chin
was high, and there was arrogance in his
backbone. He wasn't taking anything from
anybody.
Next to him stood a man who must have
been Claessens. He looked like a thug.
More, he looked like a man who was trying
to look like a thug. He was big, as big
as I am, and young, and he had sandy
hair that grew very low on his forehead,
hard blue eyes, a broken nose, a face
peeling with sunburn. His fists were
clenched and he glared down at Mike,
whose face was cold with contempt.
In one corner of the chamber stood
Kenneth Kelt, a familiar Webley- selfloader in his fist. In another corner was
Langford, the rnan who had told me he
came to these parts to spread the Word.
Langford too held a gun. He and Kelt,
however, faced opposite directions, Langford facing the door where I was.
"He'll • come • all right," Claessens was
saying. "He'll come charging in like a
bull when he hears you scream. If these
animals"—he spat into the pit—"will ever
shut up."
Mike said nothing, and his silence
taunted Claessens, who expected men to
cringe in his presence.
"Maybe you think you won't scream,
eh?"
Mike knew that he wouldn't, knew he'd
faint with pain before he made a sound;
but he also knew that it wasn't any use
telling that to this swine. All of which
I could read in his back, his position." He
had 'his back to me.
Claessens shook a rope in front of his
face. The other end of the rope was fastened around a rock.
. "He'll come, I tell you. He's crazy about
you. Everybody knows that. Are you going
to yell for, him now, or am I going to
have to beat you until you do?"
Still Mike was silent. I began to get
the idea. There .were only two doors to
this chamber, and they figured that no
matter which one I used they'd get me.
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They figured I'd come on the run, too excited even to draw my gun. The instant I
appeared they'd blast me down; Langford if it was by this door, Kelt if it was by
the other.
They did not want anybody to escape
from this temple and tell what was going
on here. Not until they were good and,.,
ready to go themselves. Not until they'd
cleaned up even more than they already
had. They weren't satisfied^with a million
dollars.
"Would you like me to kick you down
among the Yellow Peril down there, maybe? You know what they'd do to you,
don't you?"
_ He wanted Mike to whine, wanted him
to agree- to yell for me. He didn't know
the lad.
"All right, be brave! And see how you
like this!"
The rope was a thin one, but new and
strong, and there was a kno^ in the end
of it. Glaessens raised it like a whip and
like a whip he brought it down, with all
his strength, on Mike's back.
The kid was wearing only a thin shirt.
The rope cut this like a razor,.and cut
the skin beneath it, so that blood gushed
out.
I could have killed Glaessens then and
there, and I still can't understand why I
didn't. I had my gun raised, had Glaessens
in the sights. And I was probably as
sore as I've ever been in my life. I was wild.
I couldn't swallow, I couldn't breathe'.
But somehow I held the shot. Somehow
I couldn't murder a man in cold blood. I
had to have him at least know I was
there. I had to face him.
• So I did a very foolish thing.
I stepped through the doorway.
"Drop that!"
T MUST be that in my rage I had completely forgotten Langford and Kelt.
Langford fired instantly, and the shot
brought me to my senses. It sounded like
a cannon in that grim chamber. It seemed
to jar the whole temple.
I fired at Langford, and he started to
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to walk backward, his mouth open, his
gun still raised. He looked stunned.
I saw Kelt whirl around, then duck and
dash for the opposite doorway. I didn't
have a chance to shoot him. I still wasn't
certain of Langford, who was on his feet.
So I shot Langford again, very carefully
this time, through the heart. By then Kelt
was gone.
Glaessens had dropped the rope and
he stood there gawping. He might have
been strong, but he certainly wasn't any
quick thinker. Once again I should have
killed him like a mad dog; but once again
I didn't.
But this time it was different. I wanted
to give myself the satisfaction of smashing
his face in.
Don Quixote, eh? Well, maybe. But he
wasn't wearing'a coat, and he didn't have
a gun on him that I^could see, and I was
so sore that not for an instant did I doubt
that I could put him to sleep.
He got his mitts up. He even swung at
me as I came in. I'm a big target, too,
but he managed to miss me. And I let
him have it smack on the point of the
chin, bringing it up from near the floor
somewhere and putting every ounce of my
body behind it. He went down like a
pasteboard dummy in a shooting gallery,
and disappeared from sight—just like that.
It seemed to be a miracle. But when I
heard the yammering from the^pit I realized what had happened. I'd knocked him
right over backward . into that pit. The
rope- he'd dropped had caught around
his ankle and it snaked down into the
pit after him.
,
The noise down there was something
terrible to hear. But I never heard another
sound from Glaessens himself.
I didn't.care. I was grabbing Mike by
that time and making him tell me that he
was all right, and untying his wrists. And
he was smiling at me, cool as ever.
"Of course I'm all right, Georgie. You
should not get so excited."
I was cursing and I guess crying at
the same time. Armstrong came running
through the doorway.
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"You fool! Kelt could have killed you.
He could do i t , yet, from the darkness
over there." ,
I looked up, blinking, and saw that he
was right. But Kelt was gone.
"It must mean he's the one who has
the rubies," said Armstrong. "He doesn't
care what happens to his pals, as long"
as he gets away!"
Mike said quietly, as I untied him,
"Haul Claesseris out, somebody. After all,
there might be time to save the poor
brute yet."
The three of us went to the edge of
the pit and looked down—and promptly
backed away again, feeling sick. No, there
wasn't time to save him. It was too late
to- do anything about Claessens.
Mike explained in a few. words what
had happened,- which was just what I'd
guessed. He'd-got muscle-stiff and bored,
andjiad fallen to worrying about his plane,
so he slipped off quietly, confident that
he coul4,have a look at the roof and get
back without bothering me.
He had remembered the way, or thought
he did. But he'd gone wrong somewhere.
He had not wanted to call out to me, for
fear of warning Kelt and the others.
And then he had walked around a corner and bumped right into them.
UT I wasn't listening. I was hopping
with excitement. Langford was dead,
Claessens was emphatically' dead. I wante'd to go right out and kill Kelt, wherever
he -was. I was really sore.
~~
"Wait a minute,". Mike cautioned. "After
all,, he knows this building much better
than you do, and he might^"
It was then that we heard the roar of
the airplane engine.
"He's taking off!"
The three of us ran. In'spite of the flashlight, which I held and which was joggling
up and down erratically, we/stumbled
over rocks, we tripped in crevices, we took
wrong turnings. And when at last we
emerged into"daylight it was only in time
to see Kelt's plane, the blocks kicked from
under the wheels, starting along the roof..

We yelled. But what good could that
do? I raised my gun.
It was still raining, but nothing like the
way it had been. The plane gathered speed,
bumping along, coming toward us. We were
half way along the roof, just opposite the
prasat.
', Before I had a chance to fire, something
got in the way. Three leaping, arm-waving
figures in yellow cheesecloth, their bright
bald heads wet with rain, their mouths
open, eyes popping, bloodstained hands
raised high.
We had forgotten that Claessens had
taken the rope-end with him wlien he fell
into that pit. It had been wrapped around
his ankle,,and the other end was fastened
to a rock.
The Bakous must have been familiar
with this temple, which for a time they'd
had to themselves. They must have known
some shorter way up to the roof.
They must have known too that Kelt
had arrived in a plane. They associated him
with it. And without hesitation they ran
straight toward it.
Once again we yelled. Those mad priests
couldn't _ hear anything. They probably
couldn.'t even hear the bellow of the en. gine. Instead of dodging aside, they ran
straight at the oncoming plane.
Kelt had too much speed up to stop.
And he couldn't swerve. On one side he
would have crashed Naga the snake and so
down over the side of the temple; on th^e
other, he would run into the stone prasat.
And I couldn't shoot, for fear of hitting
a Bakou.
It was horrible to watch. They ran right
into the whirling propeller, those three poor
insane wretches'. Right into it! Arms outstretched, fists clenched, heads raised, they
were shrieking in rage when it happened.
• I've been trying ever since not to think
about it.
But even that did not stop the plane.
It had been going 'too fast, and Kelt, seeing
the Bakous coming, had made a desperate
effort to lift it from the roof.
It slee-ed past us, missing us by inches,
missing the prasat by no more. It skidded
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in the wet slippery black leaf mold that
carpeted the roof. Twice around it went,
completely around, a plane covered with
blood and shreds of flesh and poor pathetic
wisps of yellow cheesecloth. Twice around
—and then it struck the muddy footballs
representing Parvati - and Devatas and
Krishna and Dvarapalas and all the rest,
and went right over them, and vanished.
We found the wreck at the bottom of
that flight of steep outside steps down
which I myself had so nearly fallen. Kelt
either had been thrown out or had jumped,
for he was lying half way down.
Rain beat upon his upturned face. A sack
he had evidently been holding had burst
open, and a million dollars' worth of rubies
were scattered over him and on down the
steps and into the jungle.
But those rubles were not going to do
him any good now. His back was broken.
T WAS a week later and we were sitting
jn the bar at the Raffles, watching rickshas roll along Beach Road.
"So I see no reason why the secret
should not stay in Kammorirri. We three,"
Mike went on, "are all who know of it.
Mr. Armstrong here has promised he will.
not tell, and I believe him. There are not
many men I would trust to keep such a
secret: it needs more than honesty, it needs
strength. But you are one of them, Mr.
Armstrong."
"Thank you, your highness."
"And of course," he beamed on me, "I
THE
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know I can trust Georgie. He's a good
man, Georgie. He reads the Bible."
"Cut it out, Mike," I growled.
"Your highness," he corrected. '"You
must get used to that, here in Singapore."
"Your .highness," I muttered.
We each took a drink.
- "But listen^^^ike, I mean your highness," I said. "We've got a date in a httle
while with the representatives of that syndicate. What are you-going to tell them?"
"That-they were right and I was wrong.
That I was mistaken- about those spinels,
thinking them real rubies. And you will
tell them the same. And Mr. Armstrong
here, his prestige will not suffer, for he
has not yet reported. He will report that
they were spinels."
"Certainly they were spinels," said Armstrong.
"But my gosh, Mike! You're not—"
"Your highness."
- "Well, your highness, then. Listen! You
know more about rubies than everybody in
that outfit put together! Are you going to
let those self-satisfied, frozen-faced money
guzzlers think that:^"
"Let them thinks what they wish. You
and I, we know the truth. Which makes
us rich, eh? How does it go. The eleventh
verse of the eighth capter of Proverbs:
'For wisdom is better than rubies; and all
the things that may be desired—' "
"Oh, go fry!"
"Your highness," he corrected.
"Your highness."
END

Tired K i d n e y s - H o w To Ge6 Happy Relief
If backache and leg pains are making you
miserable, don't just complain and do nothing
about them. Nature may be warning you that
your kidneys need attention.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
excess acids and poisonous waste out of the
blood. They help most people pass about 3
pints a day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
don't work well, poisonous waste matter stays
in the blood: These poisons may start nagging

backaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of
pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling,
puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and burning sometimes shows there is
something wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40
years. They give happy relief and will help the
15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
waste from the blood. Get Doan's Pills. (ADV.)
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Swinging around, Lorela
hurled a rock at one of

the attackers

^

Start now^ this exciting story of the
•wild Mexican land -where the war drums
still thunder an ancient. defiance

T ^ O N W A Y L A N D ' h a s been hired by a
•^-^ couple of smart promoters, Dennis and
Ledgate, to fly a plane over savage Yaqui
land in an attempt to locate the lost Tiopa
Mine. But Wayland has been stalling in the
town of Guaynias, convinced that the plane
which his employers have procured for him
isn't trustworthy.
Then, too, there's, a strong attraction in
Guaymas—namely Lorela Romero, who sings
at a night club called the White Tower. She's
a mystery, this fascinating redhead, and all
Don Wayland can be sure of is that he loves
her.
Eventually Dennis and Ledgate talk him
into making the flight, and Wayland takes
off, accompanied by Herb Keller, a photographer. Over the wild Yaqui region the plane
is followed by buzzards, and this grim omen

is soon borne out by disaster. Wayland encounters serious engine trouble, and while
he is attempting to land the ailing plane, he
is spotted by a band of Yaquis. It is only after "
Herb Keller has been badly w.ounded by the
Indians that Wayland manages to drive them
off.
A F T E R days of terrible suffering Wayland
•^^ and Keller find refuge in the camp of
one Gilbert Frayne. This shabby, middleaged man Wayland has seen back in Guaymas ; and now he learns that Frayne is also
in search of the lost Tiopa Mine. Dennis
and Ledgate, Frayne claims, have stolen from
him important clues to the location of the
mine, which he has been interested in for
years.
•Now. Don Wayland, in the course of his
disastrous flight, did discover the Lake of
the Gods, a landmark in the trail to the mine.
Frajme asks him to join his expedition, to
lead the way to the lake; but Wayland refuses to doublecross his employers. So the
two men, camped together in Yaqui land, are
in a sense enemies. .
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